Status

- **Scope:** Collect/discuss structured email use cases as input for other drafts

- **Updates since IETF 119**
  - Some minor editorial changes in document
  - Added preliminary privacy and trust discussion for each use case
Privacy and trust aspects

- Concern raised in Brisbane
- Address in draft despite of dedicated trust draft ?!
- Suggestion
  - Provide simple template to discuss each use case
  - Align with trust draft (?)
- Example (Location sharing use case):
  - Privacy level: high (exposes whereabouts of the user)
  - Trust level: low (no strong case for abuse?)
- Questions
  - Any reference material / related work for privacy/trust description?
Next steps

- No urgency (document to complement other drafts)
- Refine document
  - Trust/privacy
  - Discuss modeling guidance (short discussion in Brisbane)
  - Novel use cases (vs. list)
- Feedback / co-authors welcome